
 

Conditions footage Nijmegen Career Event  

During the Nijmegen Career Event photos and videos are taken where participants 

can possibly be seen. The organizers of the Nijmegen Career Event find it very 

important to protect your privacy. This document will inform participant where photos 

and videos might be displayed. These conditions apply to all services offered by the 

Nijmegen Career Event, including those prior to the Nijmegen Career Event. The 

organizers process your personal data securely.  Footage, as described below, 

includes photos and videos taken at all events surrounding the Nijmegen Career 

Event. 

  

1. Website  

The footage taken during the Nijmegen Career Event may be posted on the website 

of the Nijmegen Career Event. This footage is specifically selected and checked 

before it is posted on the website. The footage may also be posted on the website of 

the study associations Synergy and the ESV. On both websites of the study 

associations, the footage is only visible for members who enter with a secure 

personal account. The footage that is made during the Nijmegen Career Event can 

be incorporated into a promotional film or after movie. This footage is specifically 

selected and checked before it is posted on the website. This footage may also be 

posted on the website of the study associations Synergy and the ESV. 

If you wish footage on which you are visible to be removed from the website, contact 

the organizers of the Nijmegen Career Event via e-mail:  

info@nijmegencareerevent.nl 

  

2. (Social) media  

The footage could potentially be posted on the social media channels of the 

Nijmegen Career Event. These social media channels include Facebook, Instagram 

and LinkedIn.  The footage can also be displayed in the Nijmegen Career Event 

magazine. The footage can also be posted on the social media channels of study 

associations Synergy and the ESV. These social media channels include Facebook, 

Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn. The social media channels and the Nijmegen 

Career Event magazine are publicly visible.  

The footage is automatically posted on the websites, social media channels and the 

Nijmegen Career Event magazine, unless the participant objects. Objections can also 

be made after photos have been posted. In this case, footage will be deleted if 

possible. Objections can be made by contacting the organizers of the Nijmegen 

Career Event, via info@nijmegencareerevent.nl.  

 


